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GEORGE GOLLA 

by Eric Myers*  

__________________________________________________________ 

[This article appeared in the August, 1987, edition of the APRA Magazine.] 

 guy of my age, of my generation... I should be into serial music and exploding 

cabbages, and I should be playing inside the piano, and using the guitar 

backwards, and hitting it with a mallet... Instead of which, I'm still trying to 

understand what Django Reinhardt did."  

So speaks the guitarist George Golla — not exactly an old man at 52 years of age, but 

a man who considers himself a conservative, somewhat alienated from much of the 

music now surrounding him. "I'm really not much of a revolutionary musically — 

never have been," he says. "My values are firmly rooted in another age."  

 

 

George Golla: my values are firmly rooted in another age…PHOTO CREDIT PETER 

SINCLAIR 

Golla is so dubious about the worth of many 20th Century classical composers, that 

he considers the popular composers like Richard Rodgers and Antonio Carlos Jobim,  

______________________________________________________ 

*When this was written in 1987, Eric Myers was jazz critic with the national 

newspaper The Australian, and editor of the Australian Jazz Magazine. 
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writers for the theatre, and great jazz composers like Duke Ellington and Billy 

Strayhorn to be the real heirs to the old classical masters.  

 

 

Golla considers great jazz composers like Duke Ellington (above, left) and Billy 

Strayhorn (above, right) to be the real heirs to the old classical masters… PHOTO 

CREDIT DAVID REDFERN 

"My innate response to a lot of 20th Century contemporary music comes from the 

head, and not from the heart," he says. "I admire it alright; I admire the composers' 

tenacity, their patience, and the endless supply of pencils they must have had. But, 

for me, music is for singing and feeling good."  

To the general public, George Golla is probably best-known as the loyal deputy of 

Australia's most visible jazz musician, Don Burrows. No-one would ever say that it's 

been an entirely equal partnership — Golla has always been perceived as second-in- 

 

 

George Golla (left) and Don Burrows: they've been together for 30 years, a 

somewhat longer relationship than both their first marriages… PHOTO COURTESY 

AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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command. But it's been an enduring one. They've been together for just on 30 years 

— a somewhat longer relationship than both their first marriages (both men having 

remarried during the 1970s).  

"It's musical compatibility more than anything else," says Golla. "We're both 'tune 

perves', and love ballads, and chord progressions, and have no particular axe to grind 

beyond that. When we became aware of Brazilian music, we both loved it instantly. 

We both know thousands of tunes; I've been a tune collector all my life, as is Don.  

"We get on just fine. We may not socialise that much, because we're both usually flat 

to the boards, and we get together when we're actually working. Of course he's my 

superior at the Conservatorium in Sydney. We're the best of friends, and have been 

for 30 years. We've had no cause to shake fists at each other.  

"People think I play with Don Burrows because I have to. But the real reason is that I 

like it."  

 

 

A young George Golla: born in Poland in 1935 and, with his parents, migrated from 

a war-ravaged Europe at the age of 15… 

Golla and Burrows may be on the same wave length musically, but their backgrounds 

could hardly have been more different. Burrows "is as Australian as Ginger Meggs", 

one writer has said, "growing up with the sun in his eyes and the sand of Bondi Beach 

between his toes."* Golla, on the other hand, was born in Poland in 1935 and, with  

_______________________________________________________ 

*Bruce Johnson, "Burrows + Golla = Jazz", in Journal of Australian Music And 

Musicians, June, 1982.  
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his parents, migrated from a war-ravaged Europe at the age of 15. He spent the rest 

of his youth in Bowral, south of Sydney, before coming to Sydney as a professional 

saxophone/clarinet player in 1956.  

A professional saxophone/clarinet player? In his youth Golla played not only those 

two instruments, but also violin, flute, trumpet and bass — just about everything, it 

seems, but the guitar. Then, at 21, he suddenly sold all those instruments and took up 

the guitar, by any standards a late age to tackle a new musical instrument.  

Golla is not certain why he made this somewhat rash decision. "In retrospect it might 

have been that I was very sensitive to not creating disturbances in places where I 

lived. I was a pretty good tenant, I think. I felt very guilty about practising the tenor 

saxophone in a rooming-house at 9 o'clock in the morning. I really wanted to have 

something I could practise day and night without waking anybody up. That could 

have been it... Also, a growing awareness that there were 10 million saxophone 

players around the place, while the guitar was the rarity."  

The foundations of Golla's musical philosophy were laid during his early years in 

Bowral, a past which he dubs as "highly questionable". "I had a whole childhood 

flirtation with hillbilly music and country music in my teens," he says. "That was my 

version of rock 'n' roll. I'm still fond of country music; I can relate to that the way the 

youngsters now relate to rock 'n' roll. I can relate to the simplicity and the happiness 

of it, which I don't sense in rock 'n' roll these days... But that's my problem maybe."  

Importantly, for a man who was to become a prolific composer, Golla always 

associated improvisation with composition: "I've never subscribed to the 'scales and 

chords only' idea of improvisation; I try to compose something when I improvise. On 

a good night, it actually comes off; on a bad night, of course, I'm playing chords and 

scales like everybody else."  

 

 

Golla: infected by the desire to compose early in his career… PHOTO CREDIT PETER 

SINCLAIR 
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Also, he began writing right from the beginning. "I think my early compositions were 

probably laughable, but nevertheless I tried, I was interested. I would have played 

some of them. I'm sure they were execrable, and I'm so glad that no recorded 

versions of most of those things exist, because I think they were quite awful. It was 

kid stuff really."  

Still, Golla was infected by the desire to compose early in his career, and he always 

found it easy to produce original tunes. What he has always lacked, he says, is the 

motivation to compose merely for the sake of it. But, if he needed original material 

for an LP, or for performances —if there was a practical need for compositions — he 

would summon them up without difficulty.  

"Of course, these are compositions within the jazzman's frame of reference — they're 

not 'works' as such." Golla sees most of his compositions as simple vehicles for 

improvisation, material for live jazz performance, normally within the 32-bar 

framework. "I'm not given to writing string quartets, oratorio, and things like that."  

 

 

Golla (above) says that players like Burrows (above far left) and John Sangster 

(above, in dark coat) just went head-on into self-instruction, "by attrition 

completely"… This shot is from Burrows’ ‘This Is Your Life’ program, early 1970s. 

Compere Mike Willisee is on the right, and Mischa Kanaef is in the background… 
PHOTO COURTESY JOHN SANGSTER 

Golla considers that two factors naturally pushed him towards composition. Firstly, 

like most jazz musicians of his generation, he was self-educated. "We really formed 

ourselves", he says of himself and players like Burrows and John Sangster. There 
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were no courses available, as there are today. Jazz musicians just went head-on into 

self-instruction — "by attrition completely", says Golla. To make a living he had to 

teach, and therefore had to write — "I started teaching the guitar two or three weeks 

after taking it up."  

Secondly, playing a chordal instrument — the guitar — in groups pushed him 

towards an understanding of the harmonic structure of compositions. Other 

musicians would ask him about harmonic changes, and request that he write them 

out. "You find yourself inexorably drawn towards saying ‘No, it's one of these chords’ 

and the next thing you know, you're composing things."  

So, by the time he met Don Burrows and began playing with him in the Burrows 

Quartet in 1959, Golla was a seasoned writer, and was able to compose prolifically for 

the new band, which, over the next 15 years or so, was to become one of the busiest 

and most hard-working in Australian jazz.  

 

 

The Don Burrows Quartet, L-R, Ed Gaston (bass), Burrows (saxophones & flute), 

Golla (guitar), Alan Turnbull (drums)… 

"Don reminds me of some of those compositions now, and I don't even remember 

having written them. We'd play things two or three times, and then they'd be 

forgotten." Golla feels that he must have written two or three hundred tunes in his 

early years with Burrows, and most of them "are probably in an old suit-case 

somewhere, or in a folder under Don's bathtub."  

Golla remembers, with some affection, the very first tune he wrote for the group, 

Algeciras. Indeed, as I spoke with George Golla, he was in the middle of a series of 

reunion concerts by the original Don Burrows Quartet — along with Ed Gaston (bass) 

and John Sangster (vibraphone & percussion) — at the Don Burrows Supper Club in 
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Sydney. Written in 1959, and named after a town in Spain, Algeciras was still in the 

repertoire and being performed.  

"That tune is memorable, and probably fairly dear to my heart, because it also keeps 

cropping up in little royalty forms I get from record companies," says Golla. The 

original record of that is still being sold, which is amazing."  

Interestingly, Golla was to discover, almost 20 years later that, by an extraordinary 

fluke, Algeciras was, in fact, a perfect Brazilian choro. The tune aroused some 

enthusiasm amongst Brazilian musicians.  

Golla and Burrows' exploration of Brazilian music in the 1970s led them to greatly 

increase their compositional outputs, utilising Brazilian forms. Their visit to Brazil in 

1977 came about following a concert in Canberra, which was attended by the 

Brazilian ambassador. He arranged for them to spend five weeks in Brazil, 

immersing themselves in the country's music.  

 

 

The double-LP Don Burrows & The Brazilian Connection: Golla says it was 

sobering to discover that he and Burrows, despite their enthusiasm for Brazilian 

music, were mere novices when confronted with the real thing... 

They met a number of distinguished Brazilian composers, including Jobim and Luiz 

Bonfa, and came back "with heads suitably spinning", according to Golla. But it was, 

in one sense, sobering to discover that he and Burrows, despite their enthusiasm for 

Brazilian music, were mere novices when confronted with the real thing.  

"We considered ourselves quite expert in Brazilian music, especially prior to our trip. 

After that, we weren't so sure," he says with quiet irony. "I played far more Brazilian 

music before going there, before I got self-conscious about it. Now, I find I really am 

quite inclined to leave it alone, because I really don't know how to do it, I'm quite 

convinced."  
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In November 1977 the Burrows/Golla visit to Brazil was complemented by an 

exchange visit to Australia by the Brazilian guitarists Octavao Burnier and Claudio 

Cartier. They performed around Australia with Burrows, Golla and a number of other 

Australian musicians. This tour resulted in a double LP entitled Don Burrows & The 

Brazilian Connection.  

If most of the George Golla's compositional output was utilitarian, then he had a 

splendid opportunity for self-indulgence when, in 1979, he was awarded a three-

months Creative Arts Fellowship by the Australian National University, Canberra. 

Fond of listening to classical music —although he prefers to play jazz — he always 

harboured a desire to write a symphonic work featuring the electric guitar. The ANU 

fellowship enabled him to spend three months doing what he wished, as long as the 

University was credited for harbouring him during that period. So, Golla took his 

family to the national capital to work on his biggest compositional project.  

 

 

Golla (right) performing with guitarist Don Andrews at Newcastle Regional Art 

Gallery, May 1981.  

"I thought 'here's my chance, I'll do this incredible masterpiece'," says Golla. The 

result was his Concertino For Electric Guitar And Orchestra, which he dedicated to 

the Australian guitarist Don Andrews. It turned out to be a highly unique work — 

practically the only known work which uses the electric guitar in an orthodox 

concerto format against the background of a symphony orchestra.  

Golla describes the work as a 19th century-style concerto in the mould of late 

Classical/early Romantic music. "I didn't use any contemporary compositional 

techniques, like 12-tone or anything like that. I suppose it's arrant nonsense really, 

but that's exactly what I wanted to do — that's exactly what I wanted to hear. It was 

almost like a dare to myself. It would have been much easier to use some of the 

modern compositional techniques because you can cover up so much, whereas in the 

old method, really there isn't very much to cover up — it has to sound good. You can't 

say 'This music is better than it sounds'."  
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Golla confined the work to 20 minutes for a number of good reasons. "Being an 

exploratory work, I didn't want to come on so strong that, if it backfired I had three-

quarters-of-an-hour of egg on my face; 20 minutes of egg is better. Also, I had very 

good advice from people in the know who said that if it was too long it would not be 

played. New works usually take up a quarter of a program. If you do a Wagnerian 

effort with 19 movements you're just not going to get it played. So, it's short — if 

people want a longer work, I'll happily write one."  

Golla's strategy worked; his Concertino was recorded by the Adelaide Symphony 

Orchestra under the baton of Patrick Thomas, with Don Andrews as soloist, and it 

has had several performances in various capital cities, always featuring Don 

Andrews.  

Golla is happy with it: "That's my single foray into the large orchestral area, and it 

worked just fine. Of course, it is a work for which there's no real use."  

As an experienced arranger for large orchestras, Golla had little trouble getting down 

to writing the Concertino in Canberra; he had no problems with angst or writer's 

block: "It wasn't that different from what I'd always been doing anyway. It's just that 

the sheets of manuscript were bigger, and had things like 'bassoon' and 'French horn' 

written in front of the lines, instead of 'trombone' and 'tenor sax'. I don't think music 

divides up that easily. In many ways anyway I find the creation of a bigger piece of 

music far easier, because you have that much more time and space to do it in."  

Since Golla's Concertino was first performed in 1981, he has largely been inactive as a 

composer, due to recurring bouts of ill-health. He has had serious problems with 

angina, and in 1986 underwent heart surgery — a triple by-pass operation. 

Recuperating in 1986 and regathering his strength, he virtually did no work at all. 

Now, in 1987, a much trimmer George Golla is back into performing and teaching, 

having shed three-and-a-half stone.  

 

 

Golla, snapped while conducting his guitar ensemble at the Conservatorium of 

Music, Sydney, June 1987… PHOTO CREDIT PETER SINCLAIR 
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Like most of Australia's distinguished musicians, George Golla has strong ideas 

about the state of composition in Australia. In his own area — jazz — he is bewildered 

by the emergence of the old Australian 'cultural cringe' — which was supposed to be 

breaking down —amongst many of his students. "The young people at the Con where 

I teach are brilliantly talented, but most of them are hung-up over some American 

record they're trying to dissect," he says. "They have so much more to give if they just 

trust themselves. But, it'll come... With maturity a lot of them will come to that 

conclusion, and they will be able to compose, if they don't try to compose like 

someone whom they idolise — because that's hard to do."  

On the identity of Australian music, or indeed its very existence, Golla feels that, in 

most areas of music, composers still have a long way to go: "I think that when 

composers want to write about something genuinely Australian, then we'll have an 

Australian music. When a lot of our so-called 'serious' composers write gamelan 

music, that's the proof of the pudding.  

"We're not proud of ourselves; we feel a bit ashamed about Midnight In Bundanoon. 

Until men learn to cry in this country, it's not going to happen."  

 

 

Golla performing at The Basement, Sydney, April 19, 1983… PHOTO CREDIT PETER 

SINCLAIR 

In the end, Golla is deeply self-effacing about his own career as a writer. He is 

characteristic of most jazz musicians of his generation in that part of him resolutely 

refuses to take himself and his work too seriously. His dry wit is always just under 

the surface, ever ready to deflate any suggestion of pomposity. "Mine isn't really a 

very interesting composing career; it's been totally undistinguished. I've just written 

things that I needed for albums. Arranging is another matter; that's a craft I know 

well, and I teach it at the Conservatorium."  
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So well, in fact, that Golla's recent LP on ABC Records Lush Life, featuring orchestral 

arrangements of Duke Ellington/Billy Strayhorn compositions, won the 'Best 

Australian Jazz Record' award in the recent inaugural 1986 Australian Record 

Industry Awards. While Golla still hasn't been notified that the LP won the award, 

he's heard from so many people on the grapevine that he's confident it must have 

happened.  

 

In the 1987 APRA Music Awards Golla's composition Lagoa is once more a finalist in 

the 'Most Performed Australasian Jazz Work' category, after appearing in the 1986 

lists. In some ways though, one gets the feeling that, to George Golla, such awards 

and successes are peripheral to the business of getting on with it, and making a 

living.  

"I'm not a person who relies on compositions for a living", he says. "I don't sit here 

plotting new diabolical ways of writing a tune — I'll write one when I need to write 

one. At the moment I have no need; I'm flat out teaching, I'm doing some playing, 

the jazz scene is changing, I'm doing a lot of solo work... And I find Ellington's music 

and Richard Rodgers' music a lot more suitable for playing solo than my own 

compositions. To me, there's more meat in those compositions than anything I can 

write."  

_______________________________________________________ 

GEORGE GOLLA: SELECTED COMPOSITIONS 1959-1987 

1959 Pink Gin, Algeciras. 

1962 Waltz For Adelaide. 

1969 Bach-a-Rach, Plaintive. 
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George Golla (right) pictured here with piano accordionist Guz Merzi (seated) and 

the vocalist Jimmy Parkinson (left)… PHOTO COURTESY JOHN SHARPE’S BOOK “DON’T 

WORRY BABY, THEY’LL SWING THEIR ARSES OFF: THE STORIES OF AUSTRALIAN JAZZ 

MUSICIANS”. 

1970 Morning, So Long Samba. 

1975 Someone Nice, NP Blues, For Her, Little Spanish Love Song, Blower, Te Amo, 

Over & Out, Sempre, Miss PC's Stomp, Aleda, Mr 41, Cloudshine, Blues Hues, 

Hayseed, The Dancers, Hugh's Blues, Good Times Passing, Blue Pavane.  

1976 Two, Blues Crossover, Remember When.  

1977 River Of January, Tom's Mountain, Manuel, Chorinho, Mosaics, Barra De 

Tijuca, Song Of The Kites, Lagoa, Saudade.  

1979 Concertino For Electric Guitar & Orchestra, Ain't It Lovely.  

 

IMPROVISED MUSIC FOR FILM  

1964 Alleged Neglect.  

1966 Voices Of Ormond.  

1968 And It Was Called Joadja.  


